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model electric railway at Vienna by Egger which used the running
rails for conductors. In this year, also, the study of a method of
replacing the pneumatic dispatch system of Paris by miniature
electrically propelled carriages was carried on. Siemens pro-
posed at this time a commercial road for Berlin and endeavored
to obtain a franchise for same.
The first electric road to be installed apart from an exposition
was that at Lichterfelde, near Berlin, which was opened in 1881.
A single motor car using cable drive between motors and axles
operated upon this road, which was 1J^ miles in length, at a
speed of about 30 miles per hour. It was sufficiently large to
accommodate 36 passengers. Although a third rail road when
installed, it was changed over 12 years later to a double trolley
system. This road has remained in continuous operation.
During this year, also, the horse railroad between Charlottenburg
and Spandau was changed to electric traction.
At the Paris exposition of 1881, Siemens and Halske demon-
strated the use of the overhead trolley for current distribution
to cars, the conductors consisting of metal tubes slotted on the
underside, mounted upon wooden insulators, in which tubes
metal contactors, electrically connected with the car, were
allowed to slide. In 1883, a 6 mile third rail road was opened at
Portrush, Ireland, which was worthy of note because of its
operation from a central station driven by water power.
Referring back to this country, Thomas Edison -and Stephen
D. Field began experimenting about the year 1880. Edison was
principally interested in the development of the incandescent and
arc lamps at this time and aside from building a short road at
his laboratory at Menlo Park and taking out a few patents, he did
little in this line. Field did considerable pioneer work, having
made plans in 1879 for a railway to be supplied with power by
means of a conductor enclosed in a conduit and using the rails
as a return circuit. In 1880-81 he constructed and put into
operation an experimental electrical locomotive at Stockbridge,
Mass. Patents were applied for by Field, Siemens, and Edison
within 3 months of each other early in 1880. Since Field had
filed a caveat, however, the year before, his papers were given
priority. Field's plans, however, remained on paper until the
latter part of the year 1880 which was a year later than the
installation of the Berlin road.
Little more was accomplished in the United States until 1883,

